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GLOSSARY
ACK FLAG. Indicates that the value in the acknowledgement number field is valid.
ADAPTIVE CONFIGURATION. The capability to identify changes in the
environment and changes the system configuration to compensate.
BINARY FLAGS. Flags that use a binary bit to represent some information.
BLACK BOX TESTING. A testing methodology where only the inputs and outputs of
the systems can be examined.
BRO. A network-based intrusion detection system designed to handle high throughput
environments by attempting to consolidate information at the lowest possible level.
CERT/GO CERT coordination center is a site for reporting and alerting the Internet
community of security issues, http://www.cert.org
CLIENT DATA SINK. Mechanism used to retrieve results of a test on a target machine.
DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK Prevents the use of a service or network by
flooding itwith packets.
EVASION ATTACK Formats network packets by removing characters so that the
intrusion detection system will receive the transmitted message differently than the target
machine.
FIN FLAG. Used to gracefully terminate a connection.
Vll
FRAGMENTATION OFFSET. Determines where fragments fit in reference to the
beginning of the original unfragmented packet.
FTPD. An application which provides the file transfer protocol service to users. FTP is
used to transfer files across a network
HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENTS. A collection of computer systems with
different architectures and/or operating systems.
HIGH PERFORMANCE NETWORK INTRUSIONDETECTION SYSTEM. A
rule based pattern matching intrusion detection system. Rules are written in the scripting
language provided.
INSERTION ATTACK. Formats network packets by adding characters so that the
intrusion detection systern will receive the transmitted message differently than the target
machine.
IP HEADER. The preamble to an Internet protocol packet that contains information
such as source and destination addresses of the packet,
IP PROCESSOR. The part of virtual protocol stacks that manages the Internet protocol
identically to the targetmachine.
LIBCAP LIBRARIES. Public domain software for retrieving raw packets from the
network
MOBILE CODE PLATFORM. A network server application that enables applications
to be transmitted by the remote host and executed.
NETWORKDRIVER. Extracts packets from the local network and passes them on to
the packet router.
Vlll
NETWORK INTERFACE. Physical connection to the network such as IEEE 802.3
Ethernet.
PACKET ROUTER. Determines the IP processor that will handle the newly received
packet.
PACKET FRAGMENTATION. Divides larger packets into smaller packets that can be
transmitted over heterogeneous technologies.
PACKET SNIFFER. Software application that allows a user to examine packets traveling
on the network
PUSH FLAG. Used by the transmitter to inform the receiver to push the data through
the buffers as quickly as possible.
RST FLAG. Used to immediately reset a TCP connection.
SNORT. By using a promiscuous network interface device to sniff packets of the local
network, it runs a pattern-matching algorithm to determine if any data stream or network
packet headers are similar to anyknown attack
SYN FLAG. Used to establish a connection during a three-wayhandshake.
TCP CHECKSUM. Used for error detection of the TCP segment, therefore protecting
the header and data.
TCP HEADER. Preamble used to route packets to the proper application and provide
reliable in-order delivery.
TCP PROCESSOR. Reassembles the application data stream following the TCP
standard andmaintains the state of the connection.
IX
TCP SEQUENCE NUMBERS. To send a reliable message, TCP uses sequence
numbers to keep track of each byte sent over the link
TESTER. Evaluates a target machine's TCP/IP implementation, as well as constructs the
TCP and D? processors used by virtual protocol stacks.
TIME TO LIVE. Used by the network to limit the amount of time that a packet can
bounce around the network
URG FLAG. Used to inform the receiver that urgent data exists in the packet.
VIRTUAL PROTOCOL STACK Works with intrusion detection systems to determine
how target machines handle anomalous packets and identify all attacks taking advantage of




As the number of computers connected to the Internet multiplies, computers must be
secured against unauthorized access and abuse. Unauthorized access can occur when an
external attacker enters the system through a bug in the application's server software or
an internal user pretends to be another user. When an internal user attempts to exceed
the privileges given by the system administrator, this is considered abuse. Host and
network based intrusion detection systems protect computers by monitoring access and
actions taken by users.
Two main sources of threats exist in computer systems from internal users and external
intruders. Attacks launched by local users are normally attempts to gain more privilege,
such as reading private files or gaining access to secluded computers. The internal
offender will not necessarily be attacking across a network,which makes a network-based
intrusion detection system useless.
External intruders enter through the network to attack a computer system. The first line
of defense is the network firewall. However, once penetrated, the network-based
intrusion detection system must step in. Intruders may enter by obtaining passwords of
authorized users and striving to gain higher privileges from the unsuspecting user's
account.
On the other hand, they could also exploit a bug in network service's software, such as
the FTPD input validation problems reported by CERT and in return, can execute
arbitrary commands with administrative privileges [8]. External intruders violate
computers for various reasons, such as looking for company secrets, searching for a
launching point for future attacks, or simple mischief. To construct a launching point,
intruders install backdoors which allow access to computers without being monitored or
logged.
For network-based intrusions, attackers usually enter through multiple launching points for
concealment. In order for a system administrator to track down an intruder, he/she must
determinewhere the attack is actually originating. Assuming the attacker has not spoofed an
IP address, the system administrator must contact the system administrator of the attacker's
machine. This administrator then must determine the source of the intrusion from his/her
network. If the attacker has traveled through multiple systems, this step must be repeated at
every system. As the Internet grows and international boundaries are crossed, attacking
becomes easier,while tracking becomes more difficult.
Instead of using the violated system as a launching point for future intrusions, an attacker
could use the system as a client in a distributed denial of service attack. The denial of
service attack attempts to prevent the use of a service or network by flooding it with
packets. To make this attack successful, attackers will attempt to recruit as many systems
as possible, especially oneswith high bandwidth network connections.
In order to accurately monitor network traffic, Virtual Protocol Stacks mirrors the
implementation of the network protocol on the target machine. Since implementations
vary by operating system, intruders can exploit these differences to route traffic past a
standard intrusion detection system. Insertion/Evasion attacks used by intruders occurs
when the target or intrusion detection system receives a message that differs from the one
received by the true destination. Virtual Protocol Stacks eliminates the ability for this type
of attack to occur.
1. 1. 1 Host-Based IntrusionDetection Systems
Host based approaches monitor audit logs generated by the operating system [1] and
applications searching for patterns that match known malicious behavior. These attack
signatures consist of a set of commands that an attacker uses to gain unauthorized access
[2]. The intrusion detection system must watch for all possible permutations of a signature
to ensure that all illicit activity is caught.
Anothermethod consists of generating a standard of activity for an authorized user, such
that if the activity of that user abruptly changes, it would alert the intrusion detection
system to possible unauthorized access to a computer account. Since the normal user of
the account has a known pattern that he/she follows, any peculiar behavior would be
considered suspicious.
1. 1.2 Network-Based IntrusionDetection Systems
Network based intrusion detection systems observe all traffic traveling across the local
network as well as examine it for suspicious activity, such as malformed packets or denial
of service attacks [1]. Non-intrusive network based intrusion detection systems operate
invisibly in the network with no degradation in performance, which make attacker
knowledge of its location or existence nearly impossible. However, they are unable to
perceive attacks that are originating on the host being attacked. The host and network
based intrusion detection systems must work in concert with each other to offer
maximum security.
1.1.3 Virtual Protocol Stacks
Virtual Protocol Stacks are a building block to be used in constructing network-based
intrusion detection systems only. They provide an accurate source of intelligence for the
intrusion detection engine. Virtual Protocol Stacks are not applicable in host-based
intrusion detection systems, since no network is available for Virtual Protocol Stacks to
draw data from.
Intrusion detection systems operate on a packet by packet basis using network data.
Unfortunately, this will allow intruders an opportunity to slip past the system by garbling
the packets in such a way that only connection history would be able to detect his/her
true intention [4][6].
An Insertion/Evasion attack is a method used by attackers to disguise an attack from
network traffic analyzing intrusion detection systems by taking advantage of various
packet handling by the network and target machine. The attacker formats network
packets such that the intrusion detection system receives the transmitted message
differently than the target machine, therefore causing intrusion detection systems to add
or remove characters. The location and amount of characters added or removed by the
intrusion detection system is dependent on the formatting of the packets and the
conditions inwhich the systemwith accept or reject packets.
An example of an Insertion/Evasion attack is when a TCP packet is transmittedwith an
invalid TCP checksum. The target machine in return rejects the packet, but the intrusion
detection system fails to compute the checksum and accepts the packet. Now, the data
stream seen by the intrusion detection systems differs from the one seen by the target
host.
Virtual Protocol Stacks models the network protocol implementation of target operating
systems in order to prevent the Insertion/Evasion attack. By countering the
inconsistencies that exist in different network stack implementations of various operating
systems, Virtual Protocol Stacks do not leave the door ajar for the attacker to enter
undetected.
1.2Objectives
Intrusion detection systems often lack knowledge of the target machines and how they
handle TCP options and packet fragmentation, causing an inconsistency between the
network monitoring host and target machines. Attackers format packets such that the
intrusion detection system receives one message while the target machine receives
another.
By creating Virtual Protocol Stacks, intrusion detection systems will identify the
inconsistencies in packet processing between the system and the target machine. By
taking into account the network stack characteristics of the target machine, Virtual
Protocol Stacks prevents all Insertion/Evasion attacks against the intrusion detection
systems. Therefore, intrusion detection systems will have excellent situational awareness
of traffic and events passing through their networks.
1.2.1 PacketHandling
Packet fragmentation divides larger packets into smaller packets that can transmit over
heterogeneous technologies. Due to the nature of packet switched networks, packets
sometimes may arrive out of order. Therefore, for fragmentation to work properly, host
machines must buffer data until a contiguous block can be passed up the Virtual Protocol
Stack. All datamust be accounted for in a block before being sent to the next layer in the
network stack In order for the entire system to work, the destination machines must be
able to reassemble the message in the correct order [4].
Various methods exist in the handling of packet order and packet fragmentation by the
network stack. Linuxwill overwrite previously received data that has not been passed to the
next level of the protocol stack, while MicrosoftWindows NT 4.0 always keeps old data.
As a result, one implementation may receive packets that were eliminated from another,
causing a network based intrusion detection system host to see traffic differently then the
target host [4].
To prevent incorrectly processed messages, Virtual Protocol Stacks represent different
hosts'
network stacks.When data packets arrive at the network connector, they are passed
to the Virtual Protocol Stack that represents the destination host. The raw data packet is
handled in exactly the samemethod, assuring that the intrusion detection system running at
the application layer has a consistent view of the network [4].
1.2.2 Virtual Protocol Stacks
To combat network stack implementation inconsistencies, a new software application was
developed and tested, using Virtual Protocol Stacks to determine how target machines
handle anomalous packets through black box testing. In this application, a set of test
packets was sent to the target host,which in return verified their delivery.
After the test is complete, the sender and receiver of the test packets compared packets that
made it through the stack and those that did not. From this information, aVirtual Protocol
Stackwas created on the intrusion detection system to represent that particular host on the
network, therefore preventing packets from slipping past the intrusion detection system by
processingTCP/IP packets in the same manner as the targetmachines.
As the most common and reliable protocol with source code freely available, TCP/IP
was used in Virtual Protocol Stacks. Since the TCP protocol is complex with various
options and features, attackers can often take advantage. Virtual Protocol Stacks was
created to eliminate various attacks, resulting from the complexities of implementations
due to differing interpretations of the TCP specification.
By creating Virtual Protocol Stacks, intrusion detection systems will be able to identify all
attacks taking advantage of inconsistencies that exist in packet processing between the
intrusion detection systems and the target machine. By taking into account the
characteristics of the target machine's network stack implementation, Virtual Protocol
Stacks prevents reconfiguration of the network data source due to operating system
differences. The personnel responsible for configuring and managing the intrusion
detection systems will not have to worry about the particularities of the systems being
monitored, Virtual Protocol Stacks will compensate for them. Therefore, intrusion
detection systems are guaranteed accurate data on which to perform their intrusion
detection algorithms.
13 Organization
By countering inconsistencies in network stack implementations and operating systems,
Section 1 will discuss the Virtual Protocol Stack's ability to prevent undetected attacker
entry. Virtual Protocol Stack design and implementation is reviewed in Section 2.
Various benefits listed in Section 3 will prove that Virtual Protocol Stacks adapt
themselves to packet handling features in operating systems and assist monitors in
tracking host activity accurately.
Scenarios, such as Teardrop attacks, partial TCP connections, desynchronizing with
sequence numbers, artificial time-to-live counts, and malformed TCP header options will
be applied in Section 5. Virtual Protocol Stacks will then be tested for fragmented packet
reassembly, and various TCP header options using the Ptacek & Newsham procedure in
Section 4. Section 6 highlights related work in the area of network based intrusion
detection. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the Virtual Protocol Stack's importance as a




2.1 Virtual Protocol Stack
Virtual Protocol Stacks are a building block for network-based intrusion detection
systems. The major design goal is to provide a consistent view of data traffic passing
between the attacker and the target, including IP fragmentation and TCP sequence
number overlap.
To meet this goal, Virtual Protocol Stacks must account for inconsistencies in the
implementations of the TCP and IP protocol in each different target system. To account
for the differences, Virtual Protocol Stacks construct a representation of each host being
monitored, by performing black box testing of the target. When a Virtual Protocol Stack
identifies a host for which no representation exists, it executes a test procedure to
determine the peculiarities of the host.
Virtual Protocol Stacks are more concerned about what data is flowing into a target
machine versus what is flowing out. An attacker can generate packets that appear as if
they are coming from the target machine, which could lead to a squandering of
monitoring resources such a memory
on the intrusion detection system. Therefore,
Virtual Protocol Stacks do not monitor data transmitted by the target; it only processes
inbound traffic. Once a TCP segment is reassembled with a TCP header, the destination
port number is used by the IP Processor to route the segment to the appropriate TCP
Processor.
Often, attackers are attempting to exploit defects or security loopholes in known
computer services such as Sendmail and RPC. Since these services run with unencrypted
interfaces to clients, pattern-matching intrusion detection systems using Virtual Protocol
Stacks as their network data source should operate well against these sorts of attacks.
Attackers would transmit their attacks in plain text, but will attempt to disguise their
activity from intrusion detection systems by utilising JP fragmentation and/or TCP
segment rewrites. Virtual Protocol Stacks have the ability to reassemble TCP streams and
IP fragments and unearth these onslaughts.
The Virtual Protocol Stack's architecture is broken up into five major components as
illustrated by Figure 1. Each component is charged with one specific task to simplify
implementation.
The Network Driver is the source of data for Virtual Protocol Stacks by sniffing packets
from the local network. These packets are passed to the Packet Router, which looks for
an IP Processor representing the destination system. If an IP Processor does exist, the
packet is passed to it. The IP Processor examines the IP header and performs a series of
checks to ensure that the packet will be accepted by the target system.
In the event the packet passes all IP Processor tests, itwill then be transferred to the TCP
Processor, which maps to the destination port of the target. Again a series of checks are
performed, before the TCP Processor is able to attempt reassembly to the TCP data
stream. Once the data stream is reassembled, the data iswritten to a log file specific to the
destination port.
If no IP Processor exists for that address, the Tester is informed of that system and
attempts connection to theMobile Code Platform. The Client Data Sink bytecode is then
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transferred to theMobile Code Platform and executed. The Tester connects to the Client
Data Sink and performs a series of tests. When the tests are complete, the data returned
by the Client Data Sink is used to construct TCP and IP Processor, which are added to
the Packet Router's list of Processors.
Monitoring System
TCP Processor
(based on destination port)
\
IP Processor













Figure 1. Virtual Protocol Stack system architecture.
2. 1. 1 Network Driver
The Network Driver is the system's interface to the physical network The primary task is
to promiscuously extract packets
off the local network and pass them to the packet router.
However, theNetworkDriver also provides the capability to send pre-formatted IP packets
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over the network This feature is needed by the Virtual Protocol Stack's Tester component
to perform testing of target systems for different scenarios, such as IP fragmentation and
abnormal TCP option flags.
TheNetworkDriver is broken up into two pieces, containing the packet sniffer and packet
injector. The packet sniffer seizes link layer packets off the network, parses off the link layer
headers and sends it to the packet router. To perform this task, the packet sniffer is built
using the libpcap libraries [14], which promiscuously retrieves packets off the network.
Since the prototype version of Virtual Protocol Stacks is only interested in IP packets, the
packet sniffer filters out non-IP packets by checking the protocol type field in the link layer
header.
To inject specially formatted packets out to the network, the packet injector is used by the
Tester. The packet injector is constructed using Libnet Kbraries [15], which allows an
application to write directly to the network device. In order to have direct access to the
device and all the TCP/IP header field options, the packet injector must also format the
link layer header. To format the link layer header, the Ethernet addresses of the local
machine and the destination machine are required. Fortunately, the packet sniffer sees the
Ethernet address with every IP packet. Therefore, the Ethernet address of the destination
machine is passed up with the IP packets from the packet sniffer to enable the packet
injector to address packets.
To simplify the interface between the Packet Router and Tester written in Java, and the
Network Driver written in C, the C components communicate with the Java components
using sockets. Since the sockets are connecting
local items, it generates no extra traffic for
the packet sniffer. This method of interfacing the components keeps them very loosely
coupled. The packet sniffer and packet injector are separate processes, which permits them
to take advantage of amultiprocessor system.
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2.1.2 PacketRouter
Once the Network Driver receives a packet, it is passed to the Packet Router, which will
determine the IP processor to handle the newly received packet. The Packet Router
extracts the destination IP address from the IP header field (Figure 2) and determines IP
Processor existence for this address. If an IP Processor exists for this address, the packet




TOS Total length (bytes)
Identification Flags FragmentationOffset




Figure 2.Version 4 IP header [3].
The IP header contains a variety of information about the packet sent over the network,
such as source and destination address. Since the Packet Router is only concerned with
passing the packet to the appropriate IP Processor, it does not look at the other fields.
The IP Processor must examine and validate the IP header.
If an IP Processor does not exist for the destination address and the destination address
is one that should be monitored by Virtual Protocol Stacks, the Packet Router informs
the Tester that a target needs to be evaluated. Once the Tester completes the evaluation,
an IP and TCP processor is constructed to represent the target and is added to the Packet
Router's list of IP Processors.
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Using the Packet Router to send packets to the suitable IP Processor enables the TCP
and IP processor to be multithreaded. Therefore, improvements can be made in
multiprocessor system performance and in the simplicity of a system architecture design.
When a packet is received, the Packet Router dispatches it to the corresponding IP
Processor and then prepares the next packet to be routed to a different IP processor.
2.1.3 IP Processor
The principal task of the IP Processor is to manage the Internet Protocol identically to the
target machine. By examining all the fields of Figure 2 such as EP version, protocol type,
and fragmentation offset, the EP Processor can determine how the packet is handled.
2.1.3.1 Version
The Version field indicates which version of the EP protocol is being used in the packet.
This will influence the location and method inwhich the EP header and data is interpreted.
Currently, Virtual Protocol Stacks supports EP version 4 (IPv4). The Testers verify how the
target system handles packets with version numbers other than version 4. The target
machine should only handle version 4 EP headers. However, if it accepts and processes
version numbers other than 4, the LP Processormust handle it.
2. 1.3.2 Protocol Type
The Protocol Type field marks the type of higher level protocol that has been encapsulated
by EP. The prototype version of Virtual Protocol Stacks can only handle the processing of
TCP packets, and all other protocol types were discarded. Some other possible protocol
types includeUDP and ICMP.
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2. 1.3.3Header Length
Header length indicates the length of the EP header in 32-bit words [3]. This value can
range from 5 to 15,which translates into a size range of 20 to 60 bytes. Standard EP headers
are twenty bytes in length and should never be shorter. Since the minimum size of an EP
packet is twenty bytes, the Tester component ofVirtual Protocol Stacks must verify activity
on the target machine when the header size indicates less than twenty bytes. The truncated
header length should cause the packet to be dropped, if the entire EP header is not intact or
the EP checksum has failed to detect data corruption.
2.1.3.4 TypeCfSerdce
The Type of Service (TOS) field is used to recommend a handling preference for the EP
packet. Most EP implementations ignore this field, but newer versions are starting to make
decision influenced by these bits [3]. Currently four of the bits are used to signifyminimum
delay,maximum throughput, maximum reliability, or minimummonetary cost.
The default standard service is represented when no handling preferences are selected,
while one selected flag corresponds to the previously mentioned options. Only one flag
should be enabled at all times. Since this field effects routingmore than data processing, the
EP processor does not perform anyvalidation of this field.
2.1.3.5 TotalLength
The Total Length field denotes the total length of the EP packet in bytes [3]. The IEEE
802.3 Ethernet frame format has its own length field [10] and the checksum used by EP
only covers the EP header. The Tester component of
Virtual Protocol Stacks must test a
target machine for how it determines the total length of the EP packet. If the EP checksum
covered the data, the checksum would fail if it misunderstood the transmitted packet size.
An intrusion detection system thatmonitors data at the TCP layer could reject data if the EP
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layer added extra data or removed relevant data. In either case, the TCP checksum would
fail and the data would be discarded, which is an example of an Evasion strategy. The
packet length could either be based on the Total Length field or the total size of the EP
packet sent up from the Ethernet data link layerminus the size of the EP header.
2.1.3.6
The Identification field is used to uniquely classify each packet sent out on the network by a
host [3]. Both the identification field and source EP address guarantee that no other system
on the network will generate a packet with identical values. The value for this field is
normally generated by the IP implementation of the sending host [3].
The operating system keeps track of a system variable used as the identification and each
time a packet is transmitted, the variable is incremented [3]. Virtual Protocol Stacks need
only handle this field when EP fragmentation has occurred. When a TCP segment is
fragmented into multiple EP packets, the Identification field is copied into each LP header
that belongs to the fragmented TCP segment.
2.1.3.7 Flags
One flag announces that the EP packet should not be fragmented, this flag is referred to as
the "Don't
Fragment"
flag orDF. If the EP packet is larger than the maximum size allowed
by the networkmedium, the EP packet is dropped if this flag is set [3]. The other important
flag used declares that the LP packet is part of a larger fragmented packet. All packets that
belong to a larger fragmented packet have this flag set, except for the last packet in the
series [3]. Virtual Protocol Stacks need to evaluate these flagswhen handling fragmentation.
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2. 1.3.8 FragmentationOffset
TCP segment (Length = 300 bytes)
EP Packet
FragOffiet = 0
Header Length = 20






Figure 3. Fragmentation offset example.
Header length applies to all IP packets.
To reassemble fragmented packets, the EP protocol uses the Fragmentation Offset field to
determine where this fragment fits in reference to the beginning of the original
unfragmented packet [3]. A packet is fragmented when its size exceeds the maximum
transfer unit (MTU) of the link layer protocol, such as Ethernet, which has a maximum
transfer unit of 1500 bytes [11].
In Figure 3, the example TCP segment is 300 bytes in length, while the maximum transfer
unit for the underlying network is 130 bytes. To send this TCP segment, it must be
fragmented into three EP packets. Each EP packet, except for the last, contains 110 bytes
worth of the TCP segment. Note that the initial EP packet has a fragmentation offset of 0,
this corresponds to the first bytes of the TCP segment. The second EP packet has a
fragmentation offset of 110, which coincides with the byte location of the first byte of the
second EP packet's data in the TCP segment.
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An attacker could use this field to execute an Insertion/Evasion strategy against a network,
by forcing overlap or rewrite of the fragmented packets. To do this, the attacker would
need to be aware of the operating system the target host is running in order to understand
the precedence for datawhen overlap occurs. Virtual Protocol Stacks will need to duplicate
theway inwhich the targetmachine dealswith LP fragment rewrites.
2.1.3.9 Time To Live
The Time to Live (TTL) field is used by the network to limit the amount of time that a
packet can bounce around the network. The value in this field determines how many
routers a packet can pass through before it is dropped [3]. Since Virtual Protocol Stacks
are designed to work on a local network, with no routers between it and the target
machines, this field is ignored.
2.1.3.10 Checksum
The Checksum field is used to detect errors in the EP header. To calculate the checksum,
one's complement addition is used to sum the contents of the header [3]. This checksum
is inserted into the EP header before transmission. On the receiver side, the host sums the
header in the same fashion but includes the value in the Checksum field. If there are no
errors in the header, the resulting sum should be binary ones [3116].
When an error does occur, the packet is discarded. Bad checksums occur since the media
that the packets traverse are not free of errors, especially when the packets pass over
wireless connections. EP assumes that the higher level protocol is performing its own
error detection on the data Virtual Protocol Stacks also verifies the LP checksum.
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2.1.3.11 SourceandDestinationAddresses
Finally, the EP header contains the source and destination EP addresses. The Packet Router
uses the destination address to route the data to the correct EP Processor. Since the source
address and/or port number can easily be falsified, Virtual Protocol Stacks can not
determine if it is valid or not. The attacker cannot falsify the destination address since that
is the only reason that the packet is routed to the target machine.
2.1.4 TCPPnxessor
The TCP Processor reassembles the application data stream following the TCP standard
and maintains state of the connection according to the TCP server side state diagram in
Figure 6. The states of the diagram refer to the state of the server side socket. In the
client/server paradigm, the server listens on a socket for connections and responds to
requests from the client. A socket is the name given to the mechanism inwhich the client
and server pass data to each other. There must always be a socket pair for
communications to occur.
In addition to monitoring connection state, the TCP Processor examines a variety of
fields in the TCP header. These fields help determine the state of the TCP connection,
indicate applications on the destination system that data is routed for, and recognize clues
necessary to determine an order to the data. The effects of invalid TCP header fields are
undefined by the TCP specification and vary by implementation. Virtual Protocol Stacks




The main purpose of the TCP header is to ensure that packets are routed to the proper
application and are delivered in order reliably. The port number fields of the TCP header
are used to signifywhich application is the recipient of the data and sequence numbers are
used to label each byte sent over a connection.
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Figure 4. TCP header [3].
To ensure reliable data transmission, TCP uses sequence numbers to enumerate each byte
sent over a connection. The sender transmits a number in the sequence number field that
corresponds to the first byte contained in the packet. When the data is received on the
other end, it acknowledges with a sequence number that coincides with the next expected
byte. That acknowledgement number is placed into the acknowledgement field of the
TCP header.
The sequence numbers used for a connection do not necessarily start at zero to prevent
repeat packets from floating around the network The initial sequence numbers are
generated by the network drivers and are agreed upon by the sender and receiver at the
start of a connection. For additional reliability, the TCP header contains a checksum of
the entire packet to ensure no data corruption has occurred.
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The TCP header's window size field allows the receiver to inform transmitters of the
maximum number of bytes willing to be accepted, according to size [3]. This value is
constantly updated while the connection progresses, since the receiver is capable of
buffering data. Virtual Protocol Stacks tests the target host with various combinations of
TCP header options to discover dropped data, and which assures that the network based
intrusion detection systemwas never blinded.
2. 1.4.2 TCPBinaryOption Flags
ACK PUSH RST SYN FIN
Figure 5. TCP BinaryOption Flags extracted from TCP header [3].
Binary flags, on the other hand, are only valid at certain times, meaning intrusion
detection network stacks must be aware of dropped data due to invalid flags. Currently,
six flags exist, with more space reserved for future extensions. The first flag from the Bit
0 edge is the urgent flag orURG, which is used to inform the receiver that urgent data
exists in this packet. The receiver must then determine how to handle urgent data [3].
Urgent pointer fields are used as an offset from the sequence number of the received
packet to indicate the last byte of urgent data [3]. Virtual Protocol Stacks currently do not
perform any processing dependent on theURG flag.
2.1.4.3ACK
The next flag is acknowledgment or ACK flag, which is used to indicate that the value in
the acknowledgment number field is valid. It should coincide with the sequence number of
the next valid byte of data that the receiver is expecting and implies that all bytes prior to
this sequence number have been successfully received. The TCP Processor of Virtual
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Protocol Stacks uses this flag in conjunction with the SYN flag to determine the
establishment of connections.
2.1.4.4 PUSH
Following the ACK is the push flag or PUSH, which is used by the transmitter to inform
the receiver to push the data through the buffers as quickly as possible. Berkeley-derived
implementations of TCP normally ignore the push flag, because data is normally pushed
through as soon as possible [3]. PUSH is ignored by the current version ofVirtual Protocol
Stacks.
2.1.4.5RST
After the PUSH flag, the reset or RST flag is executed, which is employed to immediately
terminate a TCP connection. Normally, reset packets are generated when an invalid packet
is received by a connection [3]. Under these circumstances, a port could receive a
SYN+ACK (see Section 1.2.3.4) packet for a connection that was never initiated. The
receiver will then send a RST packet to inform the sender that the connection is in error
and should be terminated. The TCP Processor watches for RST packets as a method for
tearing down an established connection. This flag will set the TCP Processor state machine
to the LISTENING state.
2.1.4.6 SYN
Next to the RST flag is the synchronization or SYN flag that is used to establish a
connection during the three-way handshake. When a client wishes to make a connection
to a remote host, he/she sends a SYN packet with an initial sequence number. The server
must acknowledge the sequence numberwith a SYN+ACK packet with both the client's
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sequence number and the server's sequence number. To finalize the connection, the
client transmits an acknowledgement of the server's sequence number and the connection
is complete. ForVirtual Protocol Stacks to believe that a connection has been established
between two systems, Virtual Protocol Stacks must see the initial SYN packet followed by
the SYN+ACK packet sent as a response. These packets provide Virtual Protocol Stacks
with a starting sequence number inwhich to reassemble the TCP data stream.
The SYNC+ACK packets are also used by the Tester component to acquire the initial
sequence number for the test connection. Before the Tester can start sending test packets
to the Client Data Sink, it must discover the sequence number for the connection
between the two components. The Tester performs this task by establishing a standard
stream connection to the Client Data Sink and uses packet sniffers to hear the
SYN+ACK packet and obtain the connection sequence numbers.
2.1.4.7FIN
Finally comes the finish or FIN flag, which is used to gracefully terminate a connection.
To close a connection both the client and the server must send FIN packets and receive
the acknowledgments for them [3]. The TCP Processor state machine determines when a















Figure 6. TCP connection state diagram [3].
All sockets on a computer system start in the CLOSED state, where no communications
can occur. To enable application service, the application must bind itself to a port and listen
for a client to establish a connection, this moves the socket state to LISTEN.Here, a client
can attempt to connect to the server by sending a TCP packet with the SYN flag set. The
server responds using a packetwith both the SYN andACK flag set.
Once the SYN is received, the socket moves to the SYN_RECVD state, waiting for either
a packetwith the RST orACK flag set. If the RST packet is received, the socket backpedals
to the LISTEN state. If an ACK is received, the socket state moves to ESTABLISHED
and the client and server are capable of passing data. This connection establishment
procedure is known as the TCP three-wayhandshake.
To terminate a connection, the client sends a TCP packet with the FLN flag set. On
reception of the FIN packet, the server side sends an ACK packet, the application closes
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its socket and then sends a FIN packet. The FIN packet sent by the client moves the
socket state to CLOSE_WAIT. Once the application closes the socket and sends a FIN
packet, the socket state changes to LASTACK. When the client acknowledges the
server's FIN packet with an ACK packet, the connection is officially terminated. This
style of termination is referred to as passive close [3], which is normal operation for a
connection.
Another type of connection termination is the active close [3], where the connection is
stopped due to the server application closing the socket. The application could close the
socket due to an application error or the application is being shutdown. Instead of the



























2 * (maximum segment lifetime) timeout
Figure 7. TCP Active close state diagram [3].
If for any reason the server application decides to close the socket, a FEN packet is
generated and sent to the client. The condition changes the socket state to FIN_WAIT_1.
From here, the client can react in a variety ofways to terminate the connection. The client
may acknowledge the FEN and
then send its own FEN packet. It may also combine both
ACK and FEN into one packet and terminate the connection.
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Any of the paths will eventually get the server to the TME_WAIT state, where the server
waits two times the maximum segment lifetime before going to the CLOSED state [3]. In
most implementations, this timeout ranges from thirty seconds to twominutes [3].
The maximum segment lifetime is the maximum amount of time an EP packet can keep
bouncing around the network before it is dropped [3]. This prevents stale packets being
received on the same port for a different instance of a connection. Themaximum amount
of time a packet can stay alive is bounded by the Time to Live field, which determines
howmany routers the packet can pass through before it is dropped.
The TCP Processor ofVirtual Protocol Stacks must keep track of the connection states to
accurately process data coming into Virtual Protocol Stacks. A future direction for Virtual
Protocol Stacks is to test for data passing during TCP states other then ESTABLISHED.
2.1.5 Tester
The Tester component evaluates a target machine's TCP/EP implementation, as well as
constructs the TCP and EP Processors used by Virtual Protocol Stacks. Once the Packet
Router has determined that no EP Processor exists for a target machine, it informs the
Tester. The Tester then attempts to connect to the target machine's Java mobile code
platform and send it the ClientData Sink application.
The Client Data Sink application is a small Java class, which is transported to the host
under test. It is used as an endpoint for test packets sent by the Tester. An assumption
made by Virtual Protocol Stacks is that there is a mobile code platform running on the
target host,which accepts the ClientData Sink application class.When the Client Data Sink
code is resident on the target, it starts up a command and control connection server,which
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the Tester uses to establish connection to the Client Data Sink. This enables the Tester to
query the Client data Sink for results and status.
Next, the Tester starts executing each test scenario from its library. These scenarios
determine how the target machine's TCP/EP implementation reacts to certain conditions.
Before each scenario, the Tester informs the Client Data Sink application that a test cycle is
beginning. Once notified, theClient Data Sink starts up a test server that is connected to by
the Tester. This test server is where the evaluation packets are sent and buffered by the
Client Data Sink The test scenario is complete when the Tester terminates the test
connection. After each scenario is executed, the Tester retrieves the results from the Client
Data Sink via the command and control connection. The results are the test string that the
Client Data Sink received during the test cycle. Once all of the scenarios are complete, the
Tester constructs a TCP and EP Processor representation of the target machine based on
the results of the tests. The EP Processor encapsulates the TCP Processor. The newly
created EP Processor is appended to the Packet Router's list of EP Processors and the target
machine is ready to be monitored.
The test library contains a variety of scenarios for evaluating the target host, covering EP
fragmentation, invalid EP header options, TCP sequencing, and invalid TCP header
options. During the test, the Tester attempted to send a known character string to the
target using the conditions prescribed by the scenario. Based on the message received by
the target, the Tester constructed an accurate representation of the target's network
protocol implementation.
For testing during development, a Linux system ninning RedHat beta release 7.0.90
(Fisher) and aWindows Millennium Edition system were used. These two systems were
chosen for their availability and reported differences with respect to TCP segment and EP
fragmentation reassembly.
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2. 1.5. 1 IP Fragmentation
The EP Fragmentation test breaks the test character string into 8 byte EP fragments and
sends them to the target. This test determined if the target machine possessed the
capability to reassemble fragmented EP packets, because if it does not, the test message
would have been lost. The EP protocol standard indicates that all hosts shall be capable of
receiving and reassembling fragmented packets [13]. This test verified that the host does
indeed handle fragmented packet so thatVirtual Protocol Stacks does also.
2.1.5.2 IP FragmentRewrite
Once it is determined that the host handles fragmented packets, the Tester attempted to
overwrite previously received data, by sending two fragments with identical fragmentation
offsets. Note, for fragmentation rewrite to work correctly, the attacker must also ensure
that the TCP checksum is modified so that if the new data is accepted, the TCP layer will
not reject the packet due to TCP checksum failure. Rewrite occurs when the data from a
previously received packet is overwritten by data from a new packet. Depending upon the
EP reassembly algorithm, previously received data might be overwritten with new data or
the new data is dropped.
An attacker could use questionable handling of rewritten data to his/her advantage to
change the content of messages before they are handed to the application layer. Lt the
intrusion detection system replaces old datawith new datawhile the target favors old data,
there is a loss of reality by the intrusion detection system.
If EP fragmentation rewrites are not handled properly, an intrusion detection system could
be easilymisled. The attacker could be downloading the password files, while the intrusion
detection system thinks the attacker is downloading a file called "homework". Running the
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EP fragmentation rewrite test allowed Virtual Protocol Stacks to determine how the target
handles fragment rewrite. From the results of this scenario, the Tester constructed an EP
processor that handles fragmentation identically as the target.
2.1.5.3 InvalidlP Version
In order to process EP headers correctly, an EP implementation should be confirm the
version field of the EP header. The location and size of the header field could change
from version to version of EP. Virtual Protocol Stacks is currently implementing version 4
of the EP protocol so the targets that it is monitoring should also be running version 4.
To verify that the target ignores packets with invalid version identities, the Tester sent a
test packet with an invalid version identifier. If the target does not validate the version,
Virtual Protocol Stacks will mirror this lapse. For the Tester scenario, an EP version of
threewas sent to both evaluation systems.
2.1.5.4 Invalid IPHeader Size
La the EP header, a field is used to inform the receiver of the length of the header, since
there are optional fields in the header. The size of the header is described in terms of 32-bit
words [3]. At minimum, five 32-bit words are required for a deliverable packet. For this
test, Virtual Protocol Stacks attempted to determine whether the packet was discarded
correctly or the message was accepted when the size
in the header field is less than five
words. Based on the results of the test, Virtual Protocol Stacks verified the header size in
accordancewith the target.
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2. 1. 5.5 IPPacketData Length
Two methods exist in which the target machine's EP implementation can determine the
amount of data in an LP packet. The first method involves subtracting the EP header length
from the value contained in the EP header's total length field. The second method uses the
EP packet length passed up by the data link layer, followed by the subtraction of EP header
length. The latter method violates the layered design of the protocol stack, in which the
network stack designed, but is still a plausible method for calculating the length of the data
portion. Virtual Protocol Stacks sent a message using a total length that is shorter than the
actual message, which determined how the amount of data is calculated and how it was
done byVirtual Protocol Stacks.
2. 1. 5.6 Invalid IP Checksum
When messages are transmitted over a medium that is capable of errors, a method must
exist for detecting these errors. If no error detection is done, the computer could behave
unexpectedly due to faulty input. The EP header contains a checksum field that is used to
validate the header contents when it is received by the target. Ln Ptacek and Newsham's
tests, a few of the tested intrusion detection systems, such as Internet Security
Systems'
RealSecure version 1.0.97.224, did not validate the EP checksum [4]. For completeness,
Virtual Protocol Stacks verified that the target host validates checksums so that no
assumptions are made about the target.
2. 1.5. 7 TCP SequenceNumbers
To send a reliable message, TCP uses sequence numbers to keep track of each byte sent
over the link. From the sequence numbers, TCP can determine if any bytes have been lost
and need to be retransmitted. As a baseline for evaluation, the Tester component ofVirtual
Protocol Stacks transmitted a character string using 1-byte TCP segments.
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2.1.5.8 TCP SegmentRewrites
Similar to EP fragmentation overlap, this test attempts to replace previously received data by
repeating a TCP segment with different data. The first instance of the segment contained
data that is different then the second instance of the segment. This may cause the message
to appear differently depending upon the method used by the target host to determine
which data to use. One implementation may keep the first copy of the segment, while the
other may overwrite the old segment with data from the new segment. From this test,
Virtual Protocol Stacks assigned priority to either new or old data dependent on the result.
2.1.5.9 TCP SegmentOverlap
A TCP segment is made to overlap a portion of previously received data. This test is
identical to EP fragmentation, except that it is done using the TCP sequence numbers. The
Tester component sent a known character string using multiple TCP segments, whichwere
not sent in order to ensure that the TCP segment about to be overwritten has not been
processed and passed up to application layer.
When the target's segment has been transmitted, another segment was sent that belongs
before the target's segment in the reconstructed data stream. This newly sent packet
overlapped a portion of the target segment's data If the target host favored old data, the
string returned by the Client Data Sink application would be the original string, else it
would have been the modified string. Based on the string returned by the Client Data Sink
application, Virtual Protocol Sucks determined if the TCP Processor must favor old or
new data.
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2. 1.5.10 Invalid TCP Checksum
In the TCP header, a checksum field exists that is used for error detection of the TCP
segment. Unlike EP, the TCP checksum protects the header and data. The target machine
should be verifying that the checksum matches the received data. Virtual Protocol Stacks
evaluated whether or not the target host calculates and verifies the TCP checksum.
2.1.5.11 Invalid TCPHeaderLength
The TCP header contains a field to specify the header length,which allows TCP to have a
variable length header. A minimum of 20 bytes are needed for the TCP header for correct
operation. The length is specified in the header by number of 32-bitwords, therefore the
minimum number in the header should be 5. TheVirtual Protocol Stacks tested the target
reaction to TCP segments with invalid header sizes.
2.2 Client Data SinkApplication
To perform black box testing of a target machine's TCP/EP protocol implementation,
Virtual Protocol Stacks needs a simple application with a small memory footprint to
receive data while executing the tests. For Virtual Protocol Stacks, there are two distinct
pieces, a mobile code platform for executing Java and the client data sink. The mobile
code platform is a service application that runs on the system being monitored, which
provides a sanctuary for the client data sink to download and execute.
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from Virtual Protocol Stacks
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Figure 8. Example of client data sinkmovement to target host usingmobile code
platform.
2. 2. 1Mobile CodePlatform
The mobile code platform is a network server application that enables applications to be
received by the remote host and executed. The target machine runs the mobile code
platform service so that the Tester component ofVirtual Protocol Stacks can transfer the
client data sink application to the target. The mobile code platform makes Virtual
Protocol Stacks easier to upgrade and provides limited security by not permanently
installing anyVirtual Protocol Stack applications on the targetmachine.
Since Virtual Protocol Stack applications are not permanently resident on the remote
host, host upgrades are never required. Virtual Protocol Stacks transfer the remote client
data sink application to the mobile platform, so that updates done to the client data sink
application are limited to the Virtual Protocol Stack application itself. Therefore, the
mobile code platform should never need upgrades other than security enhancements.
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Using mobile code provides a limited form of security, since the executables used by
Virtual Protocol Stacks for testing are not resident on the remote machine until
downloaded. The executables are only downloaded when a Virtual Protocol Stack test is
required and is removed once the tests are complete. The attacker will have little chance
to corrupt the executables since the client data sink is not permanently resident on the
target machine. Virtual Protocol Stacks download the client data sink for every test run,
which guarantees the code is not contaminated.
Java was used to limit the security risk of mobile code. Java provides runtime verification
before execution to ensure that the application is behaving appropriately [12]. This helps
to ensure that the code loaded by themobile platform cannot behave maliciously.
Java limits the
programmers'
ability to handle memory allocation, therefore providing
security to a computer system [12]. Programmers cannot create pointers to memory
to
circumvent access control. Java performs its own garbage collection, which releases
unused memory that has been allocated by an application. This helps minimize waste of
resources by an application.
To make Java secure for distributed computing, Java separates classes that have been
imported over the network from local trusted classes [12]. This guarantees that remote
classes do not replace local trusted classes.
Java provides a secure area, called a sandbox, inwhich Java applications are executed [17]
[18]. This sandbox enables the Java Runtime Environment to control access to the
external system through the Java Application Programmer's Interface. The Java API
enables the application to access the operating system services through the Java Virtual
Machine in a uniform but controlledmanner [18].
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Java is therefore an ideal language for implementing the mobile code platform due to
built in security and distributed computing capabilities.
2.2.2 ClientData Sink Application
Client data sink is the mechanism used to retrieve results of a test on a target machine.
The client data sink application acts as a remote sensor forVirtual Protocol Stacks, which
gathers data on the remote target machine.When a target machine is being evaluated, the
client data sink is needed to retrieve the test data.
Once a new target is identified, the Tester component ofVirtual Protocol Stacks transfers
the client data sink application to the remote mobile code platform where it is executed.
The Tester establishes a command and control connection to the client data sink, and
then proceeds with the evaluation of the target host's TCP/EP implementation.
To evaluate a target, the Tester attempts to pass data to the client data sink using a variety
of different TCP and EP packets, such as EP fragmentation, TCP segment overlap, and
invalid sequence numbers. At the conclusion of each test scenario, the Tester obtains the
results from the client data sink. From these results, the Tester constructed a representation
of the target's TCP/EP implementation. Constructing a representation of the target host in
the intrusion detection system is significantly less intrusive on the performance of the
protected network and system, since Virtual Protocol Stacks acts as a passive monitor after
the tests have been performed. The client data sink is the ear of Virtual Protocol Stacks
during assessment of a target host, while the mobile code platform is the haven on which





A heterogeneous environment consists of a collection of computer systems with different
architectures and/or operating systems. These contrasting systems contain operating
systems that behave differently, which in a network can lead to irregular packet handling
capabilities. When packets are processed inconsistently, the intrusion detection system
cannot guarantee knowledge of all activity occurring on the network Without a reliable
source of information and data, the networkwill not be totally secure.
By developing this software, network based intrusion detection applications will have a
correct view of the traffic as seen by the hosts under guard, while providing an inexpensive
solution for dynamic, heterogeneous environments. Virtual Protocol Stacks adapts
themselves to packet handling features of any operating system, by constantly monitoring
for new hosts and reexamining known hosts.
To maximize portability and coverage ofVirtual Protocol Stacks, Java is used for the client
data sink application to execute on the target machine. When running the training portion
of Virtual Protocol Stacks, a remote client application needs to be present on the target
system to gather data. No special drivers are needed for this application, because it simply
receives data from the network and reports results back to the Virtual Protocol Stack
application. For the purpose of nrnning on multiple platforms, Java was chosen due to its
platform independent features.
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Figure 9 illustrates programming languages used for the Virtual Protocol Stack
implementation. The packet-sniffing driver used by Virtual Protocol Stacks is written in C
for speed and reuse of freely available code. The Virtual Protocol Stack that handles actual
TCP and EP protocols are written in Java for simplicity and language features such as
multithreading.
The shaded areas consist of target machine evaluation, while the white blocks are part of
the Virtual Protocol Stack. Currently, most platforms are capable of running a Java virtual
machine. Therefore, the combination of Java portability and global support provides
maximum extendibility in heterogeneous environments.














Figure 9. Virtual Protocol Stack implementation layers.
3.2 Cost
One benefit that arises from the Virtual Protocol Stack approach is cost. Traditional
methods analyze the network stack source code to understand potential packet loss.
Analysis must be completed on every type and version of operating system, however in
many cases, the source code to the
network stack implementation is not freely available.
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Therefore, additional funds would be needed for source code licenses and overtime pay
for extra time spent on code review. In addition, even if the time is spent to perform
source code analysis, the source code may be interpreted incorrectly which defeats the
purpose of the exercise.
Fortunately, Virtual Protocol Stacks do not require the analysis of code, because it tests
through experimentation. C^efully designed test packets are sent to the client data sink to
evaluate the target rnachine's network protocol implementation. Based on the results of
these tests, a Virtual Protocol Stack representation was constructed to model the data
handling characteristics of the target machine, and therefore eliminates the need for
additional funds.
Once Virtual Protocol Stacks have evaluated a host and constructed a representation of the
TCP/EP implementation, it becomes a passive network monitor. In some environments,
wasted network bandwidth is undesirable.With no extraneous traffic generated byVirtual
Protocol Stacks, the network loadwill be unaffected by its presence and be undetectably by
an intruder.
3.3Adaptive Configuration
Accurate network monitoring is a necessity for intrusion detection systems, because when
the system is inaccurate, attackers can easily blind it. If the attacker studies the
characteristics of the network protocol implementations of the target system and the packet
handling of the intrusion detection system, he/she will be able to evade the system by
taking advantage of the differences. This approach is commonly called Insertion/Evasion.
An intrusion detection system that uses dynamic adaptable network stacks eliminates the
attacker's ability to evade the system
and minimizes configuration error by the user. Since
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the adaptable stacks mirrors the packet handling attributes of the machine under guard, the
attacker will not be able to confuse the system using Insertion/Evasion tactics such as EP
fragmentation or segment overlap.
With the expansion of computing resources coupled with the variety of operating system
types and versions, system administrators have difficulty keeping track of all activity.
Therefore, opportunities are open for attackers to strike. As long as the client data sink can
operate on the target machine, Virtual Protocol Stacks attends to the variations of network
protocol implementations and protect the network from unnecessary attacks.
When a user configures a security system incorrectly, even the strongest security systemwill
act as if itwere non-existent. Incorrectly, configured security systems will leave loopholes in
the defenses that attackers can exploit. Virtual Protocol Stacks require no user
configuration, because it autonomously adapts itself to the existing network
implementations, thereforeminimizing the possibility of configuration error.
Since the Virtual Protocol Stack application is dynamic and monitors network traffic, it
detects new hosts once an attempt is made to receive traffic. Once the new host is
identified, the network stack evaluation code can be dispatched for testing and a Virtual




Virtual Protocol Stack implementation testing examines the consistency between the
monitoring host and the target host. Test pointswere based on the criteria used by Thomas
H Ptacek and Timothy H Newsham in "Insertion, Evasion, and Denial of Service:
Eluding Network Intrusion
Detection"
[4]. Using this experimentation procedure, testing
results showed comparisons between four commercial intrusion detection products and
their traffic monitoring weaknesses. The Virtual Protocol Stack software solves the
shortcomings of these commercial products.
The Ptacek & Newsham procedure tested for fragmented packet reassembly, and various
TCP header flags set. The goal of the tests was for the intrusion detection systems to
accurately reconstruct the string "GET /cgi-bin/phf?". The validity of the test scenarios
was based on whether or not the 4.4BSD TCP/EP network driver would receive the
intended siring [4].
For fragmentation tests, Ptacek & Newsham broke a TCP packet containing the PHF
string into 1-byte fragments and sent them in various combinations, such as in-order,
out-
of-order and selective repeats. In an attempt to pass the PHF string before the TCP
connection was fully established, such as sending the string without the final SYN+ACK
packet, two of the four systems reported an attack for this invalid case. These tests also
desynchronized the intrusion detection system by interleaving abnormal packets with
random sequence numbers or the SYN flag set. By desynchronizing the intrusion detection
system, the hopewas itwould stop monitoring the connection.
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The major weakness of the four tested intrusion detection systems was fragment
reassembly. Neither ISS's RealSecure (version 1.0.97.224 forWindows NT), WheelGroup
Corporation's NetRanger (version 1.2.2),AbirNet's SessionWalL} (version 1, release 2, build
1.2.0.26 forWindows NT), nor Network Flight Recorder's NFR (version beta-2) handled
fragmentation successfully. A FreeBSD 2.2 system was used as the target machine in the
Windows NT environment. Each operating system has distinct methods for processing
certain packets, and these differences explain some of the failures experienced by the
intrusion detection systems [4].
Denmac Systems evaluated these intrusion detection systems again in 1999, where only the
Network Flight Recorder's NFR was capable of handling the fragmentation attacks. The
major differences between the Denmac
Systems'
test and Ptacek & Newsham's test were
the environment and version of software. Denmac System's used the latest version of
software, but only tested the systems in a Windows NT network with no account for
heterogeneous environments.
Virtual Protocol Stacks was able to account for the differences in the computing systems,
by adapting to all the characteristics of the individual systems. In return, by handling the
differences, the fragmentation attackswill be detected and eliminated [6].
Connection monitoring must be completed to ensure consistent data handling with the
target host. Some network monitoring systems start examining data that is ultimately
dropped by the target host, this constitutes an insertion attack However, if the network
monitor does not examine the data until the connection is complete, an evasion attack
could result, where the target machine is seeing traffic that the monitor is not. The Ptacek
& Newsham tests demonstrated that Virtual Protocol Stacks eliminated insertion/evasion
attacks on application level intrusion detection systems.
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The evaluation environment for Virtual Protocol Stacks consisted of three computers
connected together using a non-switched Ethernet hub. Figure 10 illustrates the
environment for developing and testing Virtual Protocol Stacks. The attacker and Virtual
Protocol Stack ran on separate Linux machines. The capabilities of Virtual Protocol








Figure 10. Development and evaluation environment forVirtual Protocol Stacks.
The scenarios discussed were used as a test procedure for Virtual Protocol Stacks, which
allowed for a more direct comparison with the results found by Ptacek & Newsham and
Denmac Systems. Each scenario generated by Ptacek & Newsham are valid in terms of
real-world probability of occurrence. This test will highlight the benefits of Virtual




VIRTUAL PROTOCOL STACK EVALUATION
The evaluation environment used consists of a local area network (LAN) connected
together over 10Mbps Ethernet in a star configuration using a 4-port hub. Figure 10
highlights the development system. This hub repeats all incoming traffic on each
outgoing port, enabling one connected computer to simultaneously run the Virtual
Protocol Stack application and act as the intrusion detection system. Each scenario run
against a host on the network, verifying that the Virtual Protocol Stacks receive the same
traffic as the host at the application layer.
Implementing Virtual Protocol Stacks in Java allows for maximum portability with built-
in support for multithreading and distributed computing. Multithreading provides higher
performance when handling multiple packet streams through the EP and TCP Processors
by separating the execution of each instance.
Distributed computing enhances the Tester component's capability to evaluate the target
machine through support for mobile code. When the Tester wishes to assess a host, it
first must download the Client Data Sink application to the host in order to gather data.
With Java's built-in support for multithreading and distributed computing, it provides an
efficient and flexible solution for implementingVirtual Protocol Stacks.
Network drivers that send and receive packets promiscuously are implemented in the C
programming language. When a
network interface adapter is behaving promiscuously, it
listens to all packets that travel along the local network
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C was chosen to allow for reuse of public domain software, such as libpcab [14] for
operating the network interface adapter promiscuously. Much work has already been
completed in this area, which need not be repeated. Another open software library is
called Libnet [15] provides the ability send customized network packets, which is needed
to review the target host under certain conditions such as EP fragmentation and abnormal
TCP header options.
To evaluate Virtual Protocol Stacks, derivatives of Ptacek and Newsham's tests were
used. Table 1 summarizes the results of each test executed. The tests provide a spectrum
of approaches that are known to confound network based intrusion detection systems,
such as fragmentation tests, partial TCP connections, desynchronization tests, and invalid
header options. The scenarios used to evaluate Virtual Protocol Stacks are similar to the
tests executed by the Tester component ofVirtual Protocol Stacks,whose results are used
to construct the TCP and EP Processors that represent the target machine. The goal was
to demonstrate that Virtual Protocol Stacks adapted to the distinct characteristics of the
different target systems under test.
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Section Test Description Test String
(1st mesg/2nd mesg)
Linux Windows
5.1.2.1 8-byte IP fragments in order hell,o hello hello
5.1.2.2
8-byte IP fragments out of
order hell,o hello hello
5.1.2.3
8-byte IP fragments with
rewrite hell,o/xxxx- xxxxo hello
5.2.2.1
1-byte TCP segment with
single repeat h,e,l,l,o hello hello
5.2.2.2
1-byte TCP segment with
rewrite h,e,l,l,o/m- hello hello
5.2.2.3




1-byte TCP segments out of
order h,e,l,l,o hello hello
5.2.2.5
1-byte TCP segments with
interleaved invalid sequence
numbers h,e,l,l,o hello hello
5.3.2.1 Invalid IP checksum hello <no message> < no message>
5.3.2.1 Invalid TCP checksum hello < no message> <no message>
5.3.2.2 Invalid IP version hello <no message> <no message>
5.3.2.3 Invalid IP header size hello < no message> <no message>
5.3.2.4 Invalid TCP header size hello < no message> 8 bytes garbage + hello
Legend: , = how string was fragmented/segmented
- = byte from original message not retransmitted
/ = two messages sent (first/second)
Table 1. Summary ofVirtual Protocol Stack evaluation results.
5.1 IP Fragmentation Test
5.1.1 Description
Packet fragmentation involves taking a larger TCP segment and breaking it up into
multiple EP packets,when the link layer protocol, for example Ethernet IEEE 802.3, does
not support packets over a certain size. For standard Ethernet IEEE 802.3, the maximum
transfer unit is 1500 bytes [10J11]. Each operating system handles packet fragmentation
differently and must be tested to ensure proper Virtual Protocol Stack construction.
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Fragmentation is tested by constructing fragmented packets with offsets that can cause
old data to be overwritten or new data to be lost. Overwriting occurs when a fragmented
packet overlaps or replaces previously received data that has yet to be processed, as in
Figure 11. Normally, data is not processed until it changes into a contiguous format.
An attacker uses LP fragmentation to sneak past amonitoring network intrusion detection
system by breaking his/her traffic up into small fragments. Many intrusion detection
systems cannot handle fragment reassembly [4][6], so by fragmenting his/her traffic, the
intrusion detection system is blind. When an intrusion detection system is capable of
reassembling fragmented packets, the attacker can take advantage of a mismatch between
the reassembly algorithms used by attempting to overlap fragments.
To accomplish fragment rewrite, the attacker must craft the fragmentation offset fields of
the LP header and insure that the TCP checksum corresponds with the desired data. By
rewriting fragments, the attacker is attempting an Insertion/Evasion attack where the
intrusion detection system receives a message that is different than the one received by
the target. The attacker is attempting to insert or delete characters into a message so that
it hides its true purpose from the intrusion detection system.
Solaris 2.6 and Microsoft NT 4.0 handle overlapping packet fragments differently than
Irix 5.3, 4.4BSD, HP-UX, and Linux. When a data-overlapping packet arrives, Solaris 2.6
and Microsoft NT 4.0 discard new data, while other operating systems would overwrite
the data [4]. Virtual Protocol Stacks are constructed to differentiate implementations of
packet fragment overlap. Once the target host is tested, a Virtual Protocol Stack
processed fragments in exactly the same fashion as the target host, which prevents the











Figure 11. Illustration of fragment overlap that causes data to be overwritten.
5.1.2 TestProcedure
For each test, an attack character string, in this case the string "hello", was sent to the
target host while Virtual Protocol Stacks is monitoring the data traffic. The target
machine executed a simple application that prints to the console whatever data it receives
over the network. The attacker application sends the known character string, using the
method described in the following subsections. The main purpose of these tests was to
demonstrate that Virtual Protocol Stacks receive the same message as the target machine.
All tests assume complete TCP three-way handshake has taken place [4].
5. 1.2. 1 8-byte Fragments in Order
This test parsed the character string into 8-byte EP fragments and sent them in order to
the target machine, where they should be reassembled in the proper order. The TCP
segmentwhich was 26 bytes in length (20 byte header + 6 bytes of data), was fragmented
into four EP fragments. The first three fragments were each eight bytes in length, while
the final segment was two bytes in length. Note that the length of the data in an EP
fragment must by a multiple of eight bytes, except for the last fragment [13]. This is a
requirement of the EP protocol. This test demonstrated that Virtual Protocol Stacks was
capable of handling basic EP fragmentation reassembly.
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5.1.2.2 OutofOrderMessage Using 8-byte Fragments
To make the task of fragment reassembly more complex, the message is broken into
8-
byte EP fragments and transmitted out of order. Out of ordermeans that Virtual Protocol
Stacks needed to buffer data before it is completely reassembled. The evaluation tool pre
selected an order for the fragment transmission. Based on the EP fragmentation offsets
the order in which they were sent was 3,1,2,0. This test confirms that Virtual Protocol
Stacks was capable of buffering fragments and reassembling them into a TCP segment.
5. 1.2.3 8-byte FragmentedMessagewithRewrite
This test divided the TCP segment into four EP fragments, three ofwhich are eight bytes
of EP data and one that contains two bytes. To perform the rewrite, the evaluation
software sent an extra EP fragment in the middle of sending the original EP fragments.
This extra EP fragment was designed to rewrite the last two 16-bit words of the TCP
header, which includes the TCP checksum, and the first four bytes of data in the TCP
segment. The rewrite character string was "xxxx". The Linux system allowed the rewrite
to occur and resulted in a string of "xxxxo", where the first four characters where
overwritten by the extra EP fragment. TheWindows system did not allow the rewrite, and
produced the original string "hello". Virtual Protocol Stacks used the
results from its test
scenarios and produced the correct string for each operating system.
5.2 Desynchronizingwith Sequence Numbers
5.2.1 Description
Sequence numbers are used to keep track of each byte of data that is sent over a TCP
connection, which enables
TCP to provide a mechanism for reliable transportation of data
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using retransmission. The desynchronization of sequence numbers in a TCP connection
often causes problems within an intrusion detection system [4]. Desynchronization could
lead to garbled messages and false connection termination. Sequence numbers are used to
inform the sender of various data expected by the receiver and in return, the sender verifies
the data received.
Attackers attempt to desynchronize the intrusion detection system by sending packets
with invalid sequence numbers. If the network stack for the intrusion detection system
resynchronizes itself on false sequence numbers, the system could be blinded by
monitoring data in an out of order fashion. To prevent incorrect resynchronization, the
Virtual Protocol Stackwas constructed so that it handles all sequence number packets in
the same fashion as the target host does.
5.2.2 TestProcedure
For the TCP sequence number tests, the evaluation tool sent a known character string
using specially crafted TCP segments. The Virtual Protocol Stacks began by evaluating
the target host before the tests are executed. The goalwas to verify that Virtual Protocol
Stacks receive the same message as the target host. The target host ran an application that
printed outwhatever traffic it receives from the attacker. The main purpose of these tests
was to confirm that Virtual Protocol Stacks received the same message as the target
machine. All tests assume complete TCP three-way handshake has taken place [4].
5.2.2. 1 One SegmentRepeat
Since TCP is a reliable transport protocol that uses retransmission to provide this
capability, segments were received that are duplicates of previously received segments.
Some intrusion detection systems do blind insertion of data while doing TCP reassembly
[4], where data coming over the network is assumed to be in order and the intrusion
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detection system reassembles in a first in-first out manner. The test message was broken
up into six 1-byte TCP segments, and one segment was selected and sent twice. Virtual
Protocol Stacks discarded the repeat in the same manner as the target systems.
5.2.2.2 SegmentRewrite
To determine that Virtual Protocol Stacks handles data identically to the target host, a 1-
byte segment was sent that rewrites a previously received segment. The TCP segments are
sent out of order to insure that the data from the TCP segments have been passed on up
the protocol stack. Both the Linux andWindows systems discarded the rewrite segment.
Virtual Protocol Stacks had identified this characteristic of the Linux and Windows
TCP/EP implementation during testing and the Virtual Protocol
Stacks'
TCP/EP
representation of these systems caused it to receive the same message as the two target
systems.
5.2.2.3 SegmentOverlap"withRewrite
This test sent the character string using 1-byte TCP segments, but one segment was two
bytes in length that attempted to overwrite one of the previously received 1-byte
segments. The sequence numbers in the 2-byte segment indicated an overlap. This test
illustrates that Virtual Protocol Stacks processed the segment overlap identically as the
targets.
The Windows system did not allow the overlap rewrite to occur and produced the
original
"hello"





replaced the original "1". Using the information gathered
by Virtual Protocol Stacks testing sequence, Virtual Protocol Stacks was able to handle
the differences in the target
systems'
implementations and receive the correct messages.
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5.2.2.4 SendAll SegmentsOutOfOrder
Sending the message segments out of order evaluated Virtual Protocol Stacks ability to
reassemble the TCP data stream. For this test, a 1-byte TCP segments was chosen as the
initial packet and sent, followed by the next. This illustrates Virtual Protocol
Stacks'
ability to buffer and reassemble an out of order TCP data stream.
5. 2.2.5 InterleaveMessagewith Invalid Sequence Numbers
To demonstrate Virtual Protocol
Stacks'
network implementation, segments of a message
were transmitted interleaved with segments with invalid sequence numbers. The invalid
segments had data that makes erroneous reassembly obvious to the evaluator. Virtual
Protocol Stacks handled the inaccurate sequence numbers the equivalent to the target
host. For this test, a valid sequence number was incremented by a random number larger
than 2000 and smaller than 8191. Since the invalid sequence numbers were outside the
range of valid data, Virtual Protocol Stacks and the target receive the identical message
with no interference from the invalid sequence numbers.
5.3 Malformed TCP and IP HeaderOptions
5.3.1 Description
Malformed TCP and EP header options and checksums can be constructed in such a way
that target hosts reject packets, while intrusion detection systems accept them [4]. In
accepting invalid data, the intrusion detection system has become a victim to the insertion
attack. The network stacks of the intrusion detection system must be wary of how packets
with abnormal header options and checksums are handled. Virtual Protocol Stacks ensures
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that the packets received by the intrusion detection system are handled in an identical
fashion as the target, by testing different header option and checksum scenarios during
stack construction.
5.3.2 Test Procedure
To perceive the effects of malformed TCP and EP headers on packet handling, five tests
were run against the target host. The Virtual Protocol Stacks began by evaluating the
target host. All tests assumed successful TCP three-wayhandshake [4].
5.3.2.1 Invalid TCPandIP Checksums
To mitigate problems due to errors in a message, checksums are used to detect errors in
the EP header and TCP segments. To demonstrate that Virtual Protocol Stacks was
calculating and verifying the checksums, two test messages were sent, one with an invalid
EP checksum and another with an invalid TCP checksum. In both cases, the packets were
dropped by Virtual Protocol Stacks, which corresponds with the behavior of the target
operating systems.
5.3.2.2 InvalidLP Version
A Version field in the EP header indicates which version of the EP protocol is contained
in the EP packet. Since the Internet runs in an environment that is mainly version 4 of the
Internet Protocol, Virtual Protocol Stacks must verify that the protocol that it was
workingwith was correctly
identified. The evaluation software sent an EP version of 3 to
both target systems. In both cases, the target systems discarded the packets.
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5.3.2.3 Invalid IPHeader Size
In the EP header, a field exists that indicates the size of the EP header. The header size is
measured in 32-bit words. At a minimum, the header size is five, which is required to
deliver a message. If the header size is less than five, the packet should be dropped.
Virtual Protocol Stacks verified that the target checks for minimum header size and
handled header size identically to the target. The Linux andWindows systems discarded
the invalid packets.
5.3.2.4 Invalid TCPHeaderSize
The TCP header contains a field indicating the length of the header in 32-bitwords. At a
minimum, five 32-bit words (or 20 bytes) are needed for a viable header. For the Virtual
Protocol Stacks test, a header length of three 32-bit words (or 12 bytes) was placed into
the TCP headerwith six bytes of data. The Linux machine discarded the TCP segment as
invalid, while the Windows system accepted the TCP segment and dequeued fourteen
bytes of data. The last six bytes of the fourteen was the message data, while the other
eight bytes were from the TCP header length, the TCP flags, the TCP window size, the
TCP checksum, and the TCP urgent pointer field in the TCP header. From the results of
the Virtual Protocol Stacks tests, the TCP representation of the Windows machine





Most network based intrusion detection systems run packet sniffers that receive all
packets traveling along the local network segment. Unfortunately, unlike Virtual Protocol
Stacks, post-processing of raw data packets is rarely performed and therefore packets are
accepted with no accounting for their handling on the targetmachine.
6.1 High Performance Network IntrusionDetection System
In the High-Performance Network Intrusion Detection System [5], fragment packet
headers, instead of data, are examined for intrusion signatures by watching for
overlapping or smaller fragmented packets than the TCP header [5]. Unfortunately,
facilities to handle data examination are non-existent, due to an inability to reassemble EP
fragments and TCP segments. In High-Performance Network Intrusion Systems, it
assumes that EP fragment should never be smaller than the size of a TCP header, whose
smallest size is twenty bytes. Therefore, if a packet is fragmented below this threshold, it
is considered an attack.
In the EP fragmentation attack, the attacker attempts to sneak past the intrusion detection
system by fragmenting his/her traffic. The system alerts the administrators of packet
fragment overlap and fragments below a minimum size, but fails to recognize actual data
received by the target host. System administrators connect real-time packet watchers to
monitor the actual data being passed, however due to fragment overlap, dropped or
overwritten data causes uncertainty in the message contents.
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As an intrusion detection system that monitors network traffic, High Performance
Network Intrusion Detection System is similar to Virtual Protocol Stacks. However,
Virtual Protocol Stacks attempts to make the data source for the intrusion search
algorithmmore reliable by reassembling EP fragments and TCP segments. The increase in
reliabilitywill help decrease the number of false positives created by a strict EP fragment
length threshold and increase the intrusion detection capability by reassembling the TCP
data stream in amanner that mirrors the target.
6.2Denmac Systems Incorporated Test
In November of 1999, Denmac Systems Incorporated performed a test, based on the
tests previously done by Ptacek and Newsham, on four network intrusion systems; ISS
RealSecure 3.0, NFR Network Flight Recorder 4.0, Computer Associates Sessionwall-
3.3.1, andAxent NetProwler 3.0 [6]. Ptacek andNewsham demonstrated how an intruder
could evade an intrusion detection system by fragmenting TCP segments and
desynchronizing itwith abnormal TCP option flags [4].
When Ptacek andNewsham ran their tests in 1998, all systems failed fragment reassembly
[4]. However, in the Denmac test, onlyNFRNetwork Flight Recorder managed to detect
and identify fragmentation attacks of overlap, out of order reception, and small packet
sizes. The most recent version of Network Flight Recorder incorporated changes to
handle fragmentation.
On the other hand, ISS RealSecure detected an attack in four of the five fragmentation
attacks, but incorrectly identified them. The only attack that ISS RealSecure recognized
correctly was partial TCP connection establishment attacks. Unfortunately, ISS
RealSecure failed to detect TCP header option and TCP checksum attacks altogether [6].
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A drawback to the Denmac test was its system configuration, the only systems used were
Microsoft NT 4.0 [6]. Unfortunately, utilising only one configuration eliminates the ability
to see how intrusion detection systems function in heterogeneous environments. NFR
Network Flight Recorders may not have handled packet reassembly properly, if the target
machine was ninning the another operating system, such as Linux. As noted by Ptacek
andNewsham,MicrosoftNT 4.0 handles fragment overlap differently than Linux [4].
In the Denmac Systems, Luc test, current intrusion detection systems have been proven
not to handle TCP packet fragmentation. Virtual Protocol Stacks aids intrusion detection
systems in identifying fragmentation attacks and providing data to intrusion detection
systems of attacker traffic. Various operating systems were be taken into account by
Virtual Protocol Stacks when ninning tests, which allows for heterogeneous
environments to be monitored by the same intrusion detection system.
6.3 Snort
Similar to the High-Performance Network Intrusion Detection System, Snort does not
handle the reassembly of packets. By using a promiscuous network interface device to
sniff packets of the local network, it runs a pattern-matching algorithm to determine if
any data stream or network packet headers are similar to any
known attack. Described by
a set of rules, these attack patterns are added manually by the system administrator.
Snortmakes an assumption about minimum packet size, and if the packet size is less than
128 bytes, a fragmentation attack alert will be logged [7]. Since Snort logs alerts based on
short packets, overlap of fragments does not seem to be covered by Snort. Snort lacks the
capability to detect TCP segment overlap,
because it does not handle TCP packet stream
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reassembly [7] and does not have a method for storing packet history. Therefore, the
inability to reassemble packets could cause Insertion/Evasion attack strategies.
Virtual Protocol Stacks processes overlapping packets identical to the target hosts to
avoid Insertion/Evasion attacks and furnish reliable network traffic data to the intrusion
detection system. Virtual Protocol Stacks could operate as a data source for an intrusion
detection system such as Snort, which uses a pattern-matching algorithm on the data for
detection.With Virtual Protocol Stacks as a data source, Snort would not be fooled with
Insertion/Evasion attack methods.
6.4 Bro
Bro is a network-based intrusion detection system designed to handle high throughput
environments. To capture packets from the network, Bro uses the libpcap library, also
used by such applications as TCPDump and Snort, which filters out undesired packets at
the lowest level of the operating system handling network data [9].
Since Bro obtains packets directly from the network, itmust complete fragment and TCP
stream reassembly to detect and prevent Insertion/Evasion attacks. Packet reassembly is
completed by checking for sequence number overlap and data differences [9]. Lt a packet
overlaps a previously received packet, the data should not differ unless the checksum is
corrupt. However, if the data does differ, an alert is issued by Bro [9]. Since Bro is
unaware of packet handling by the target machine, responses are limited to overlapping
data. Alerts can only be issued, but do not provide any data as a clue to the system
administrator.
Unlike Bro, the Virtual Protocol Stack's network drivers have the ability to accurately
reassemble packet data exactly as the target machine would. Providing the packet data to




Two particular areas exist where Virtual Protocol Stacks must expand future testing into,
which are the TCP connection state machine and TCP flags. Once incorporated, Virtual
Protocol Stacks will have enough coverage to stave off most Insertion/Evasion attacks.
The undefined areas of the TCP/EP specification would by modeled by Virtual Protocol
Stacks TCP/EP representations. Virtual Protocol Stacks must be incorporated into an
intrusion detection system since it is designed as a tool and not a complete system. The
public domain intrusion detection system Snort offers a possible home forVirtual Protocol
Stack's unique capabilities. Snort could benefit from Virtual Protocol Stacks adaptive EP
fragmentation reassembly capabilities to improve attack detection against different systems.
7.1 TCP Connection State Machine
The TCP connection state machine defines how aTCP connection behaves to certain TCP
flag options such as SYN and FIN. The state machine defines their reactions to these
options, but does not clearly define reactions to other stimuli such as data in connection
establishment packets. The TCP state machine must be analyzed, especially during the
connection establishment and termination. During these states, attempts to pass data to
that target could be missed or overzealously accepted by the intrusion detection system
when the target discards. If the intrusion detection system does the opposite of the target
system, the attacker has succeeded. Therefore, the intrusion detection system will have an
inaccurate image of network activity, and create a security hole. Virtual Protocol Stacks
armedwith TCP statemachine knowledge will prevent such instances from occurring.
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7.2 TCP Flags
In the TCP header, flags are used to trigger state transitions in the TCP state machine and
provide information about segment contents to the receiver. To leverage Virtual Protocol
Stack's adaptive capabilities, the test set used to evaluate the different
hosts'
reactions to
TCP options must be enlarged to encompass abnormal events, such as multiple packets or
packets with invalid sequence numbers. Since there are flags in the TCP header that are
only used during certain parts of a TCP connection, Virtual Protocol Stacks should test for
reactions when these flags are set, in cases when they should not be. An example is the
SYN flag, which should only be set during connection establishment. Lt the flag is set
during other states, the data activity is unknown in those packets. Adding these scenarios to
Virtual Protocol Stack's test suite will provide better monitoring protection to systems.
7.3Application
Since Virtual Protocol Stacks are designed as a building block for application layer intrusion
detection systems, it needs to be built into an intrusion detection system. Virtual Protocol
Stacks could ultimately be applied to the Snort intrusion detection system to solidify Snort's
EP fragmentation reassembly capabilities. Currently Snort uses the standard libpcap libraries,
and with some modifications, it can incorporate EP fragmentation capabilities of Virtual
Protocol Stacks. Utilizing the TCP reassembly capabilities ofVirtual Protocol Stacks will be
more difficult since Snort is not stream based system, but packet based. Once incorporated,
Snort's ability to monitor heterogeneous networks would benefit from Virtual Protocol




A common problem that exists today in networks monitored by intrusion detection
systems is the ability for Insertion/Evasion attacks to occur from the inconsistencies that
exist in the implementations of the TCP/EP protocol. This attack strategy attempts to evade
detection by formatting the TCP/EP packets, such that the monitoring system receives a
message that differs from the one received by the target. Insertion adds extra characters to
themonitor's receivedmessage, while Evasion removes characters. In order to compensate
for this style of attack, the monitoring system must either retrieve the data from the target
or have a model of the system's TCP/EP implementation. Since retrieving data from the
targetwastes system and network resources, the model approach is ideal
In a heterogeneous environment with a collection of computers with various architectures
and operating systems, models of these systems are difficult to maintain, because of the
amount of monitoring effort required. Any patch applied to a system may affect the
TCP/EP implementation. To ease the workload, a beneficial monitoring system should be
able to automatically adapt to the TCP/IP protocols.
Virtual Protocol Stacks takes the model approach and makes it adaptable to the network
environment. To make the system adaptable, Virtual Protocol Stacks runs a series of tests
against the target system. From the results of these tests, a representation of the TCP/EP
protocol stack is constructed and is used to monitor packets destined for that particular
host. This representation is specific to that host and ensures that all TCP/EP packets are
processed in the same manner as the host.
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By testing the system being monitored, Virtual Protocol Stacks attempts to eliminate the
use of the Insertion/Evasion attack. The various testing scenarios executed during Virtual
Protocol Stacks evaluation proved to handle the different TCP/EP implementations. In
three cases, the two test systems handled TCP/EP packets differently. The two test systems,
Linux andWindows,were chosen due to their characteristics,whichwere the differences in
handlingTCP segment and EP fragmentation rewrite. In both cases, Virtual Protocol Stacks
correctly handled both systems by consistently identifying the test message as received by
the target. This demonstrates that capability of Virtual Protocol Stacks to avert
Lnsertion/Evasion attacks using the rewrite approach.
Virtual Protocol Stacks is a building block for application layer intrusion detection systems,
for providing a reliable stream of data By using Virtual Protocol Stacks, a heterogeneous
environment will be protected from Insertion/Evasion attacks against the monitoring
system by handling the TCP/EP implementation characteristics of the target system. Virtual
Protocol Stacks provides data to the application layer intrusion detection system that is
consistent with the data received by the target. This similarity prevents Insertion/Evasion
attacks from being used against the intrusion detection system. Virtual Protocol Stacks are
beneficial to any intrusion detection system that is intending to monitor systems of
different types due its ability to adapt to the TCP/EP implementations of each host.
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